
Welcome packet 
Add your practice name here 

You will find information on how to contract and credential with insurance companies.

We need the following: 
*A copy of your clinical license and graduate degree
*https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fw9.pdf signed by you with CCD’s tax ID (not your social)
*
*Your NPI and CAQH number when you get them (see below)
*A photo of you to use as your bio on our website
*A short bio to put on our website. This should list your niche area; think about your idea
client(s) and speak to them. Check out our bios for examples.
*Set up a Psychology Today profile (it is $29 a month, and everyone pays for this
themselves). We have a free 6 months code.
*direct deposit authorization form for payroll.

Below is all the information you need about CCD in order to credential with insurance 
companies.

Add your practice info.  Be sure to include:

Office address

Group NPI#

Group Tax id#

practice website address

office hours.
In order to bill insurances for services, you will need an NPI NUMBER and CAQH 
NUMBER. Below are the steps to getting both. 

Office manager is Annette Savage-Hunter 
annette@thecenterforchilddevelopment.com.  
302-292-1334 x0

NPI:
You may get an NPI number HERE. This process takes just a few minutes and you will get an 
NPI number immediately. If you already have an NPI number, please make sure to make any

updates to it.
Before beginning the insurance application process, collect hard copies of the following
documents:

1. Copy of Current Professional License
2. Copy of Malpractice/Liability Insurance

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fw9.pdf
mailto:annette@thecenterforchilddevelopment.com
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(limits no less than 1,000,000/3,000,000)
3. Copy of Undergraduate and Graduate Diplomas
4. Completed & Signed W-9
5. Up to date resume

CAQH:
The next step to becoming contracted with insurance carriers is to complete the online data 
collection application called CAQH.
Behavioral health care providers can utilize CAQH’s Universal Credentialing DataSource for 
Re-credentialing, instead of completing a company-specific credentialing application. This 
option offers several benefits to providers. Universal Credentialing DataSource provides a fast 
and easy way for providers to securely submit their credentialing information to multiple health 
plans and networks by entering their information just one time.  This simplifies the credentialing 
effort, reduces paperwork and saves time for providers. You will also be provided with a 
permanent CAQH #, which you will include in applications for insurance programs who request 
it. 

INSURANCES: 
The following is a list of insurances that CCD is in network with. Please apply to each of these in 
order to see clients. In parentheses shows whether clinicians are credentialed as a group or 
individually with each insurance. Make sure to provide our information as the practice location 
and billing address. Make sure to check that each insurance has received your application (things 
get lost), and check in every 30 days to see if you are in network. Let us know when you find out 
you are in network with an insurance company.  Anticipate that the application process will take 
approximately 120 days. Please be mindful to stay on top of the insurance companies once you 
apply by calling them or checking online to see if you are approved or what the timeline looks 
like. 

List the insurance companies you have contracts with.
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